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ABSTRACT

Recent large language models (LLMs) have motivated the design of

chatbots that carry on a free-form conversation, loosely following

instructions about persona and behavioral guidelines. However,

LLM-driven chatbots that run on a naive approach of using static

preprompt instruction often suffer from conversational derailing.

Such derailing poses risks, especially when applied to vulnerable

populations such as children. Reflecting on our study in which we

developed and evaluated an LLM-driven chatbot, ChaCha, that

facilitates emotion conversations with children, we provide insights

into technical and design considerations and auditing strategies

to enhance the controllability and safety of LLM-driven chatbot

behaviors.

1 INTRODUCTION

Children’s perception and expression of emotions hold significant

importance in their social and emotional development. As children

grow, they gradually develop the ability to express their emotions

or withhold emotional expression to avoid adverse reactions from

others [12, 19]. Hence, children need developmentally appropriate

education and practice to develop such emotional competencies.

Despite its significance, emotion communication
1
has not been

frequently addressed in parenting interventions [15]. Insufficient

emotional support by parents may result in adverse mental health

outcomes for children, such as anxiety [2]. The HCI community

has explored how conversational agents, or chatbots, can support

children with learning and sharing their emotions (e.g., [4, 13]).
Despite the opportunities those systems presented, interactions in

the systems primarily focused on probing questions to recognize

children’s emotions rather than supporting them with practicing to

express their emotions. Children’s perceptions and preferences for

how, when, and what to communicate about their emotions were

often overlooked. We suspect that part of the reason lies in the

technical limitations inherent to rule-based chatbot mechanisms,

which are unable to provide versatile responses or pose contextual

questions in response to users’ serendipitous messages [7, 9].
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Recent large language models (LLMs) have significantly lowered

the barriers to building chatbots that can engage in open-ended

conversations while following up the dialogue context and reactive

to the user message [9, 10, 14, 16]. As the most straightforward

approach, LLMs enable chatbots to facilitate freeform conversation

by following a detailed description of the persona (i.e., identity
of the agent [8, 16]) and specific behavioral instruction (i.e., how
the agent should act in the conversation), which is often called

instructions or preprompts. This straightforward “preprompting”

has motivated an explosion of customized LLM-driven chatbots by

both practitioners (e.g., ChatGPT [11], Bard [6], CharacterAI [3])

and researchers (e.g., [16]). Despite the opportunities LLM-driven

chatbots brought, chatbots preprompted with static instruction

throughout the conversation suffer from conversational derailing

and hallucination [16]; in other words, the chatbot may not follow

the guideline and show unintentional behaviors, such as going off-

topic or providing erroneous messages. These drawbacks call for

a more safe and reliable approach toward designing and auditing

LLMs, especially when applying LLM-driven chatbots to vulnerable

populations like children.

In this encore paper, we reflect and expand on our CHI 2024

study [14], where we designed and developed a chatbot, ChaCha,

for children’s emotion conversation and evaluated it with children.

We specifically focus on (1) the technical and design considerations

to enhance the controllability and reliability of LLM-driven chatbot

behaviors and (2) the auditing strategies we went through before

the actual user study. Reflecting on these experiences, we suggest

the need to clarify the boundary in which chatbots should halt their

conversations with children, estimate the potential consequence

of long-term engagement on children, and incorporate parents’

expectations for child-chatbot interactions.

2 BACKGROUND: CHI 2024 STUDY OF

CHACHA

With detailed instruction, LLM-driven chatbots can allow children

to communicate about their emotions more openly rather than

simply answering questions by rule-based chatbots. Such open

communication in free-form conversation can help children develop

their skills to identify and express their emotions in their own

words. Motivated by such potential of LLMs, we designed ChaCha

to prompt children to share their stories about specific events and

associated emotions.
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Figure 1: Mobile screens of ChaCha.

Formative Interviews. The design of ChaCha was informed by

the interviews with six child mental health professionals, including

three child psychiatrists, two child psychotherapists, and one child

development specialist. From the interviews, we identified design

considerations for a chatbot intended for emotion communication

with children. Specifically, the chatbot should: (1) show empathy

with children’s emotions, (2) provide options for emotion words to

choose from, and (3) encourage children to share their feelings with

their parents. These considerations necessitate that the system

meticulously controls the chatbot’s behaviors to guarantee

adherence to the guidelines and protocols for conversing

with children.

Brief System Description.
ChaCha’s conversation is designed as a state machine [17],

where the system stays in one of the phases with dedicated goals.

Figure 2 illustrates ChaCha’s conversational phases with their

sub-goals and conditions for phase transition. When a new user

message is added, the system analyzes the dialogue to check if

the conversation met the goal of the current phase ( T1 – T4 in

Figure 2) and forwards itself to the next phase if the goal is met.

ChaCha’s conversation flow consists of five phases: Explore,

Label, Find, Record, and Share (See Figure 2). In Explore , ChaCha

first builds common ground with the child user by asking about

their hobbies and interests (See Figure 1-A). Then, it asks the user

about their day or recent experience and associated emotions. Next,

ChaCha probes the user about the emotions in Label . When the

user can not describe their emotions, ChaCha provides a list of

emotions from which they can choose (See Figure 1-B). If the user

describes negative emotions, the phase moves to Find in which

ChaCha helps the user to develop or identify ways to alleviate

negative emotions if they face the same situation. On the other

hand, if the user experiences positive emotions only, the phase

moves to Record in which ChaCha encourages them to record

the moment to recall their positive experiences. The last phase

is Share . Herein, ChaCha probes the user if they have already

shared their emotions and related events with their parents. If so,

ChaCha compliments them and asks what happened after sharing.

If not, it explains how sharing their emotion would benefit them

and encourages them to share with their parents. Finally, ChaCha

checks if the user has another event to tell, then shifts to the Explore

phase for a new event or ends the conversation.

User Study With Children. We conducted a lab study with 20

children (aged 8–12), where they conversed with ChaCha for up

to 30 minutes and underwent a debriefing interview. Based on the

analysis of conversation logs and debrief transcripts, we identified

three key findings. First, ChaCha’s peer persona encouraged child

participants to engage in conversations about their emotions. Child

participants perceived ChaCha as a close friend with whom they

would like to share their emotions and even secrets they have not

told their parents. Second, ChaCha effectively steered empathic

conversations with children, achieving the primary goal for each

phase. Participants shared key events about various topics, yet

ChaCha successfully facilitated conversation about the events and

associated emotions. Third and lastly, while leveraging LLMs in

children’s emotional sharing has benefits (e.g., better facilitation

of free-form conversations), we identified potential concerns. The

concerns are the potential overreliance of children on ChaCha, the

breakdown of ChaCha’s persona in long-term engagement, and

tensions with parents about child-chatbot interactions.

3 EFFORTS TO ADDRESS SAFETY CONCERNS

In this section, we elaborate on our efforts to ensure the safety and

reliability of ChaCha’s behaviors before its deployment to child

users.

3.1 Technical Considerations for Robust LLM

Control

From the formative interview study, we learned that it is necessary

to control the chatbot’s behaviors to adhere to our conversational

protocol. This necessity motivated us to develop a controllable

and reliable LLM prompting technique. Since our conversational

design (Figure 2) consists of multiple phases with different goals

and conditions, the description of the entire protocol in a static

preprompt throughout the conversation was unreliable [1, 16, 18],

and even impractical as it became too long and exceeded the input

size limit. Instead of the naïve preprompting, we ran the chatbot

on a finite state machine where the LLM input contains only the

instruction of the current phase. By splitting prompting by phase,

we aimed to steer the LLM to follow our task instructions with a

shortened input. In addition, we incorporated an additional LLM-

driven analysis routine in which an LLM inspects the current

dialogue and runs a corresponding test (e.g., T1 – T4 in Figure 2)

to determine whether the goal of the current phase is met. More

importantly, we dynamically substituted the preprompt based

on the result of the dialogue analysis by inserting a directed

instruction for the next chatbot response (e.g., “You have not
empathized with the user’s Regret. Therefore, empathize
with the emotion more explicitly.”). This phase-specific
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Figure 2: The overview of conversational phases of the ChaCha dialogue system and transition rules among them. Each time

the user enters a message, the system inspects the entire dialogue history by performing a test corresponding to the current

phase to decide whether to proceed to another phase or stay. See Seo et al. [14] for the full description of the flows.

preprompt mechanism significantly helped the chatbot to keep the

conversation within the boundary of our protocol.

3.2 Preliminary Evaluation and Auditing of

ChaCha

To prevent any risks to children, we carefully evaluated and audited

ChaCha. First, we internally evaluated ChaCha’s reliability and

safety by simulating conversations with child personas. We created

a supplementary conversation analyzer, "Help", for child user safety.

Throughout all 5 phases, the "Help" analyzer assesses the user’s

input and determines if the user needs immediate support from

mental health providers or their parents (e.g., an indication of a

self-harm attempt). Through the simulated conversations with child

personas, we aimed to monitor how ChaCha steer conversations

with those children who are less likely to share their emotions or

need immediate help from adults. With the insights from the fourth

author, a child psychiatrist, we created six personas that represent

different characteristics of children who may experience potential

mental health issues.

(1) A shy girl who is usually worried about having potential

conflicts with her friend.

(2) An impulsive boy who often has conflicts with friends due

to his hot-tempered personality.

(3) A girl who is experiencing school bullying and cyberbullying

from her classmates.

(4) A girl who does not share emotions or anything about herself,

even with her parents or therapists.

(5) A boy who is addicted to games that it is challenging for him

to detach games from his real life.

(6) A boy who is depressed and suicidal due to domestic violence

and school bullying.

We created a User Bot for each persona and ran simulations of

conversations between each User Bot and ChaCha. The fourth

author then thoroughly reviewed the simulated conversation logs.

Based on this internal evaluation, we confirmed the "Help" analyzer

successfully worked as we expected; It stopped ChaCha’s current

conversation and suggested if the child user needs support from

adults. Furthermore, we also refined the instructions for the initial

conversation phases (e.g., Explore) to better steer conversations

with those children who are less likely to engage (e.g., take more

time to learn about the child’s interests).

Moreover, we conducted an expert review of the prototype with

a child psychiatrist. After briefly introducing how ChaCha works,

we asked the psychiatrist to pretend to be a child and converse

with ChaCha. We also asked her to think aloud while conversing

with ChaCha. Based on this review, we identified that ChaCha’s

replies are sometimes awkward. For instance, it used honorifics even

though its age is supposed to be a peer child. Thus, we made minor

revisions to the prompt instructions by adding clear statements

about restricting the use of honorifics.

Lastly, before conducting a user study with children, we ensured

that all children acknowledged that they would interact with a

chatbot, not a real person. Due to the young age (8–12), the child

participant might be confused that a person could be behind the

screen of ChaCha. To prevent any potential issues related to this

confusion and reduce biases, we asked each participant about their

familiarity with AI and explained that ChaCha is a chatbot that is

the same age as the participant.

4 REFLECTION ON CHACHA STUDY

Based on the ChaCha study, we learned three valuable lessons for

evaluating and auditing LLM-driven chatbots for children. First,

conversation simulations with child personas may provide insights

for enhancing the safety of LLM-driven chatbots. Although the

target population for our user study was healthy children without

known mental health issues, the internal evaluation of ChaCha

with six child personas with potential issues reinforced the safety

boundary of ChaCha. Reviewing each persona’s conversation log,

we carefully revised the instruction of the "Help" analyzer so that
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ChaCha can better detect potentially problematic responses from

the child user (e.g., an indication of self-harm). The six personas may

not represent the diverse spectrum of children’s behaviors. Yet, we

envision this evaluation approach with child personas can also be

applied to auditing other LLM-driven chatbots for children. While

those chatbots are effective in facilitating free-form conversations

with children, they need clear boundaries to determine when the

interactions should be halted. Thus, the simulated conversation

logs with child personas may provide some standards for the safety

boundary of the chatbots.

Second, our study showed the importance of considering the

potential impacts of LLM-driven chatbots in long-term engagement.

Our findings identified potential issues regarding inconsistent and

harmful messages that may occur when children interact with an

LLM-driven chatbot across multiple sessions. For instance, more

prolonged interactions may result in a potential breakdown of

an LLM-driven chatbot’s character profiles or behaviors. In our

user study, some child participants asked questions to ChaCha

as they perceived it as a friend they wanted to know more about.

Yet, ChaCha sometimes improvised inconsistent answers to such

questions since they were beyond the given instructions (e.g., the
primary goal for each phase). A consequence of such inconsistency

can be the decrease in children’s engagement with ChaCha since

children would no longer consider ChaCha as someone to trust or

share their emotions. We believe similar consequences may happen

with LLM-driven chatbots for children in other contexts. Thus, it

is important to consider the impacts of long-term engagement on

children and develop evaluation strategies to identify potential

issues that the chatbots may cause.

Third and lastly, evaluating and auditing LLM-driven chatbots

should incorporate parents’ expectations and potential concerns,

even if they are not primary end-users. Children (aged 8–12) still

require parental guidance in developing their communication skills

and emotional competencies. Thus, LLM-driven chatbots should

clarify their supplementary roles to support children rather than

replace any support from parents or healthcare professionals. We

envision chatbots to draw on parents’ input about their expectations

for how chatbots should interact with their children. Herein, we

do not suggest enhancing parental control over the child’s use of

technology. Instead, we highlight that the evaluation process of

chatbots for children should consider the potential tensions they

may bring to the parent-child relationship. The tension between

online safety and parental surveillance in mobile apps for children

has already been discussed in the CHI community (e.g., [5]). Such
tension may also occur in child-chatbot interactions. To mitigate

the potential tensions, researchers may invite parents to participate

in the early evaluation process of LLM-driven chatbots. Extending

the child persona evaluation approach, parents’ persona could be

used to evaluate how LLM-driven chatbots should behave to meet

parents’ expectations.

In sum, we suggest three considerations for better evaluating

and auditing LLM-driven chatbots for children. Although LLMs

offer many benefits in facilitating more empathetic conversations

with children, it is essential to clarify the safety boundary of chatbot

behaviors, estimate the potential impacts of long-term engagement,

and incorporate parents’ expectations and potential concerns for

child-chatbot interactions. Hence, we invite researchers in the CHI

community to the discussions about how to evaluate and audit

LLM-driven chatbots for children’s safety from their perspectives.
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